DramaTize Music/daCONNEX

RECORDING PACKAGE:

SERVICES:

INFO:

RECORDING/ STUDIO
TIME

STUDIO TIME ( Monday – Friday)
STUDIO TIME (Saturday – Sunday)

$20/HOUR
$30/HOUR

MIXTAPE

RECORDING-MIXING-MASTERING

$60/SONG This option is perfect for anybody who
wants to record a mixtape on a budget. It's
$10/SONG the lowest priced option.

EXTRA REVISION

- Mixing vocals only
- Recording up to 1 hour/song
$80 - Work time up to 3 hours/song
- 1 Revision after final mix
- Mastering

WITHIN 48 HOURS

INSTRUMENTAL

MIXING

$80/SONG This option is created for
beatmakers/producers who want their
instrumentals/beats to be mixed and
placed for sale (beat stores, soundclick
etc)
- Mixing instrumental
- Work time up to 5 hours/song
$120 - 2 Revisions after final mix
- Final product contains a mixed and
mastered instrumental

WITHIN 48 HOURS

RECORDING-MIXING-MASTERING

EP

$140/SONG This option is great for artists who want to
record higher quality demo/ep.
- Full song mix (instrumental-vocal)
- Work Time up to 7 hours per song
- 5 Revisions after final mix
- Mastering* (ask for mastering)

WITHIN 48 HOURS

ALBUM/RADIO

$180

RECORDING-MIXING

$250/SONG This is perfect option for clients who are
aiming for the highest quality.
- Full song mix (instrumental-vocal)
- Work Time up to 12 hours per song
- 10 Revisions after final mix
- Mastering (as for higher budget I
$300 recommend working with one of my
mastering engineers)

WITHIN 48 HOURS

PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION-RECORDING-MIXING
PRODUCTION

$500/SONG This is for artists who want to get creative
in the studio and create uniqe sound of
$250/SONG their own with a procuder
-Album Mix included
- Up to 10 hours of production time
- Up to 10 Hours of recording time
- 10 Revisions
- Mastering* (ask for mastering)

IF YOU CANCEL YOUR SESSION 24 HOURS BEFORE THE SCHEDULED DATE YOU WILL BE CHARGED $20
IF YOU ARE A LONG TERM CUSTOMER $20 CREDIT WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR ACCOUNT

INFO:
1. Deposits are non-refundable/ 1st payment is a deposit
2. The last payment is payable when the project is completed
3. Prices include TAX ($ CAD)
4. These are prices for my project studio. I work at other ficilities as well. My rates stay the same however studio time charges change, depends on the
studio choice prices may vary from $250 and up per studio session.
5. Mastering*is optional in our project studio. I recommend mastering facility for the best results.
6. You will be required to pay non-refundable $100 deposit to book a custom instrumental session ($100 will be deducted from the final price)
7. All the Exclusive Instrumentals require signing a contract when purchased.
8. I'll travel and work with artist in any studio (my rate is $20/h, $30/h on the weekend)

http://www.dominicdotokune.com/

dramatizemusic@gmail.com

